EDUC 701 Leadership Theory and Practice: Critical Issues in K-12 and Higher Education
Fall 2020 Mid-Semester Course/Program Evaluation

Directions: This mid-semester evaluation has two goals. First, I want your opinion on how the
EDUC 701 class is going and what might be improved over the rest of the semester. Second, I
want to use these evaluations to inform the Lee University Provost, Deans, and Graduate
Education Council (GEC) of ways to improve the overall Ed.D. program at Lee University.
This evaluation is completely anonymous. Neither I nor the Provost/Deans/GEC will know
who answered which evaluation. This evaluation is also completely voluntary. You do not have
to fill out the evaluation, although I would appreciate your feedback.
1. What do you like most about this EDUC 701 course and instructor Dr. Roy Y.
Chan?
● I fully appreciate the recent, relevant text that was chosen for this class. Northouse
was a perfect pick for a main textbook.
● Thank you for considering our full time work schedules
● What I like most about Dr. Chan as a professor is his helpful, kind, and honest
personality. Not only does he genuinely care about each student as an individual,
but he takes the time to get to know us so that he can help in more genuine ways. He
treats us like doctoral students, not undergraduates. He is thoughtful in his design of
the class, ensuring quality guest speakers, reasonable assignments, and practical
learning.
2. What do you least like about this EDUC 701 course and instructor Dr. Roy Y.
Chan?
● The areas of refinement for this course would include:
○ Giving the guest speakers a specific topic to speak on rather than strictly
Q&A. Some of the sessions became unproductive that were too heavily
dependent on student questions. I feel this was due to not having a depth of
background knowledge or perhaps what we did know was too broad in order
to generate meaningful questions that would lead to powerful discussion. The
best sessions were those in which the speakers had preplanned a mini lesson
or lecture to give us specific material to ponder that led us to better
questions. (Examples: Dr. Hermilo Jasso and Dr. Laura Huang)
○ More in-depth instruction on each theory. Student presentations are great,
but they leave each of us as very knowledgeable in the area we chose to
present on, rather than giving us a deep understanding on all of the theories.
I think it would have been beneficial for all of us to complete the little
surveys at the end of each chapter for more intrapersonal reflection and then
have a more guided discussion in which all of us were required to fill out
specific discussion questions related to each chapter and then turn them in
and use them for class discussion. We enjoy discussing and gleaned the most
from discussing because of the various backgrounds and perspectives;
however, we would have to cut that time short so as to not take time away
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from the presenter. If we were to cut the presentations and do weekly,
specific short answer responses and do the questionnaire pertaining to each
theory at the ends of the chapters, not only would it lead to each student
having a better grasp on ALL the theories, but it would also lead to better
discussions, more learning, and more grade opportunities.
How can the instructor Dr. Roy Y. Chan improve this EDUC 701 course next year?
What, if any, would you change from the course syllabus?
I think a required book review would be helpful- without an extensive 2000 word
summary. I believe most of us would have enjoyed reading something else in
addition to Northouse; however, knowing that the OpEd option was only 1000
words and didn’t require us to read a full book prior to writing and the book
publication option came with a later due date made many opt out of the book review
option.
I would make the following changes:
○ No presentations- Short responses weekly with specific high order thinking
questions pertaining the the theories to be used for discussions
○ Required Op Ed
○ Required Book Review (maybe this could be the final presentation- informal
presentation on your book of choice) This would expose us to more
leadership texts and build interest for reading and leadership study beyond
the class.
○ Edit the research proposal project because it is so similar to what we are
already doing as our final for quan and qual. I understand that for doctoral
students there is a heavy emphasis on learning how to research, but perhaps
this class could require two or three peer-reviewed article reviews on the
leadership theory of your choice instead. It could just be turned in the week
after that particular theory is discussed. (The reason I would not make it due
before the discussion is because you want to allow the students to learn about
the theory before deciding if that’s one they are more interested in
researching further) Then, with the above assignments, the work load would
be varied and rigorous, while still accounting for the time of a full-time
professional.
During the past 8 weeks, what do you like most about the Ed.D. in Professional
Practice program at Lee University?
I like that I feel cared for as a student. My professors know me and care about me
and want me to succeed.
Having the opportunity to attend a university that is nearby is everything. I would
not be able to obtain this degree at this point in my life if the university were not
local.
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● Furthermore, the fact that Lee accepted 33 of my credit hours from my Ed.S. is
another huge reason why I chose Lee.
5. During the past 8 weeks, what do you least like about the Ed.D. in Professional
Practice program at Lee University?
● Lack of Library and Database resources. If students are unable to get immediate
access to recent, relevant, peer-reviewed source (without have to apply for an
interlibrary loan each time), I’m not sure how we will be able to complete this
process. I, personally, am paying for this degree out of pocket. It is very frustrating
for an institution to not have necessary resources available considering the financial
investment being made.
● Sometimes the work load seems extreme. I have to either hire or find someone to
watch my child every Saturday and/or Sunday because throughout this semester we
are required to complete:
○ 6 quizzes
○ 10 Statistical Exercises (weekly avg of 10-17 pages each)
○ 5 Research Discussions (generally included 1-2 peer-reviewed article reviews
each)
○ 10 Moodle Discussions
○ Literature matrix of 10 peer-reviewed articles
○ 2 Final Research Proposal Papers (approx 20-25 pages each)
○ 1 Leadership Presentation
○ 1 Research Proposal Presentation
○ 1 Op Ed OR Book Review (1000-2000 words)
○ Reading 3 books (approximate lengths: 250 pages, 400 pages, 500 pages)
6. How can the Helen DeVos College of Education improve your overall Ed.D. student
experience at Lee University?
● Provide us with an advisor to give us guidance and to be a go-to for directing our
questions.
● Iron out the logistical plans to a greater extent. What is required of me? Could we
be given more opportunities to provide feedback and receive in-person updates?
These could be 15 min before classes or virtual meetings. We all have many
questions to which we are not receiving clear answers. We are happy to be patient,
but we ask for transparency and at least updates or formal check-ins along the way.
7. Other Comments/Feedback

